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Abstract— The development of the Robot-Assisted Minimally
Invasive Surgery (RAMIS) imposes an increasing demand for
surgical training platforms, especially low-cost simulation-
based surgical training through the creation of new open-source
modules. For this goal, a da Vinci Surgical robot simulator
based on Unity Physics Engine is developed. The simulator
is integrated with da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK), robot
kinematic models and multiple sensors. The Robot Operating
System (ROS) interface is embedded for better integration
with ROS based software components. The simulator can
provide interactive information such as haptic feedback with
master input devices. An application of a virtual fixture
is implemented to test and verify the performance of the
simulator. The results show that the simulator has high
expansibility and support interactive training tasks well.

I. INTRODUCTION

Practical training is always a necessary part of modern
surgical education [1]. Besides enhancement of surgical the-
ory, surgical training helps surgeons with psychomotor skills
and experience [2]. This has become more and more impor-
tant since lots of new surgical instruments and devices are
increasingly introduced into modern surgery. Inexperienced
surgeons have limited preparation to employ these new tech-
niques. For example, the RAMIS has obtained great advances
in the last two decades, especially the development of the da
Vinci surgical system (Intuitive Surgical, CA, USA). RAMIS
allows performing complex surgical operations with high
accuracy and flexibility while minimizing the post-operatory
impact on the patient. Although surgical robots like the da
Vinci surgical system have simplified the surgical process
through master-slave bilateral control, stereo vision and del-
icate ergonomics, teleoperating the robotic manipulators in a
confined space is still a task of great challenges due to risky
collisions with the anatomic structure. This set demands of
innovative methods to improve surgeons’ ability of surgical
robot operation and surgical skills training. The surgical
training program based on real objects such as 3D-printed
organs and cadavers has been widely used [3]. In early
surgical training practices such as laparoscopic procedures,
live animals were widely used. Due to ethical problems as
high cost, Dry lab laparoscopic simulator was used as a
substitute for live animals [4]. Later, the development of
computer and sensor-based system motivated more complex
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and customised surgical training of full surgical procedures.
For instance, a Transoral Robotic Surgery (TORS) training
platform with a series of collision sensors presented in [5]
shows the benefits of surgical training. However, this real
system based method is of significant limitations due to the
high cost of building the surgical scenes including diverse
robotic hardware.

Simulation-based surgical training through lower cost,
validated, virtual surgical training modules is helpful to
teaching new surgeons surgical procedures and techniques
[6]. It has been validated that the using of repetitive Virtual
Reality (VR) tasks before starting practice on patients can
greatly improve the learning process [7]. A VR simulator
on the MicrovisTouch platform was designed for ophthalmic
surgery with limited degrees of freedom [8]. In addition,
Schill et al. [9] and Lam et al. [10] also proposed their
own virtual simulators for ophthalmic surgery training with
good performance. However, they did not specify the surgical
robots or instruments. Wang et al. [11] presented an inter-
active VR-based simulator with visual guidance for catheter
ablation. The simulator also focused on modelling of the
organ and might suffer from the hardware compatibility.
The da Vinci surgical system is the most successful RAMIS
system which can provide intuitive interaction on motor
inputs and human operators.

The da Vinci Research Kit (dVRK) is an open-source
system, composed of hardware and software that is wildly
adopted for research based on the first-generation da Vinci
system [12]. Researchers have developed various innovative
applications and algorithms [13], [14] based on this shared
research platform. Yan et al. [15] proposed a dynamic sim-
ulation based on dVRK for modelling of the parallelograms,
springs and counterweight. A simulation for manipulation,
visualization, and interaction of soft bodies and robots was
presented in [16]. A surgical training platform of the da
Vinci system also requires significant system integration
and a unified control framework for customized algorithm
development. In addition, lots of robotic assistance methods
were researched in previous literature such as studies of
haptic guidance, virtual fixtures and active constraints, which
showed promising enhancement in safety, accuracy and de-
creasing in learning load [17] [18]. For example, operators
may suffer from bad hand-eye coordination in complex
surgical tasks. Haptic assistance can help operators focus
on the tasks rather than motor skills and other aspects of
the mechanical setup[19]. Therefore, surgical training should
benefit from haptic assistance.

This paper proposes the development of a virtual simu-20
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lation platform composed of full da Vinci surgical system
components for surgical training, as shown in Fig.1. The sim-
ulator is a telesurgical system. The Master Tool Manipulators
(MTMs) are used as the haptic input device. The dynamic
simulations of three Patient Side Manipulators (PSMs),
Setup Joints (SUJs) and the Endoscopic Camera Manipulator
(ECM) are provided in this simulator. Furthermore, the haptic
function is integrated into the simulator. In order to validate
the potentiality for surgical training of the simulator, we
developed a scenario of the virtual fixture. Virtual fixtures
are control strategies used in robotic surgery that restrict
or adjust the motion of the surgical tool with respect to
predefined paths, trajectories [20]. We studied the effect
of haptic assistance in path following by ten non-medical
subjects. In addition, Various surgical training scenarios can
be established so that the simulator provides low-cost access
to the development of innovative control strategies. We build
the simulator based on the Unity physic engine. Users can
develop their own algorithms towards every component of
the robot through Unity embedded scripts, ROS nodes or
customized remote clients. The communication between the
simulator and ROS is realized by ROS# based on the ros-
bridge suite. ROS# [21] enables the communication between
Unity and ROS. New surgical components or scenarios can
be easily imported into the simulator.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II describes
the details of the setup of the simulator such as framework
and communication methods. Then, the validation approach
of a virtual fixture is introduced; Section III illustrates
the experimental results and discussion; Section IV is the
conclusion and future work.

II. METHODS

The simulator is composed by two parts: the software part
(the virtual scene) as shown in Fig.1 and the hardware part
(the da Vinci console), which is used to control the simulated
robot.

A. System Architecture

The standard da Vinci surgical system is composed of
mechanical hardware and control software that supplies
directly bilateral control to the manipulators on both the
patient side and the surgeon side.

The simulator consists of dynamic simulation part, tele-
operation part, force feedback (wrench) generation part,
Graphical User Interface (GUI) and rodsbridge suite for
communication between Unity and dVRK. The dynamic
simulation part provides the physics of each virtual com-
ponent with kinematics and collision configuration. The
manipulators are modelled in the CAD software and im-
ported as the Unified Robot Description Format (URDF)
files. In Unity, the kinematic chain of each manipulator is
realized by the hinge joint component for revolute joints and
the configurable joint component for prismatic joints. The
teleoperation is realized by the da Vinci console with MTMs.
The da Vinci console consists of a stereo display, three foot
pedals, two MTMS with 7 active joints and a passive gripper.

Fig. 1. The da Vinci surgical simulator in Unity scene including three
PSMs, a ECM, SUJs and an operating table.

The MTMs can provide force feedback. The teleoperation
scaling is adjustable. The controller hardware is connected
by the firewire with a safety relay check. On the Unity side,
two cameras (resolution of 640× 480) are mounted on the
end of the ECM link to simulate the binocular vision of the
real da Vinci robot endoscope. The view of the simulated
endoscope is displayed in the real console to realize the
stereo display. The force feedback generation part aims to
improve the surgical training performance of the simulator.
The generation algorithm is a high-level controller which can
be developed using C++, Python outside of Unity or inside
of Unity with C# scripts.

B. Communication Between Components

The communication block diagram of the simulator is
shown in Fig. 2. The dVRK is a hybrid of the low-level
controllers and hardware, which has a component-based
software architecture [12]. Different modules and functions
can be tailor-made with configuration files (JSON files) in
dVRK part. In this context, we customize four kinematic
configuration files for simulating the state of PSMs and the
ECM. For example, the PSM kinematic file leverages the
PSM device interface embedded in the dVRK to trick dVRK
to regard the simulated PSM as the real PSM connected to the
system. The controllers and manipulators are connected by
sending JSON-based messages over User Datagram Protocol
(UDP). The rosbridge suite is used to connect dVRK and the
Unity environment after pointing the IP address of the ROS
master. Joint state messages can be subscribed by the scripts
in Unity. The wrench message generated in Unity can also be
published to MTMs. In the Unity environment, the surgeon
can set the task states and parameters. The environment runs
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Fig. 2. The communication between dVRK software, Unity environment
and MTMs.

at 25 Hz. Furthermore, the performance of the surgeon such
as the moving velocity and deviation form the reference path
can be collected by the simulator for computing the intensity
of force feedback to provide haptic assistance.

C. Virtual Fixture

In order to demonstrate the potentiality and performance of
the simulator in surgical training, an application of the virtual
fixture is shown in this section. When performing a surgical
task through the teleoperated robotic system, the surgeon
commands may not align to the requirements of the surgical
task. The concept of virtual fixtures provides the possibility
of eliminating the biased commands from operators. The
guidance force computed for the virtual fixture in this section
is of viscous type, as its magnitude depends on the velocity
of the end-effector in space. A more detailed discussion can
be found in the previous work [22]. The force magnitude G
at each time step is, in this case, calculated as:

G = sgn(G max,∥b · vvv∥) (1)

vvv is the velocity vector of the end-effector in space. The
sgn(α,β ) is a selection function shown as

sgn(α,β ) =

{
α, if α > β

β , otherwise (2)

b is an anisotropic coefficient obtained as follows:

b = B ·
√

1− vvv ·ϕϕϕ
2

(3)

Where ϕϕϕ is the deviation, denoted as the vector going
from the end-effector to the closest point in the path, while
B represents the viscosity coefficient.

The direction of the guidance force is continuously chang-
ing with the tool tip motion as shown in Fig. 3. The force
direction G⃗GG is computed as:

G⃗GG =

{
ϕϕϕ i f v⃗vv ·ϕϕϕ < 0
rotate(⃗vvv,θ ,nnn) otherwise

(4)

Fig. 3. The direction of the guidance force.

where the rotate(···) function rotates the velocity direction
vector v⃗vv around the axis denoted by vector nnn of θ degrees.
Equation 3 shows that if the end-effector is moving away
from the path, the force direction is aligned with the de-
viation direction. Conversely, the vector rotation is applied
solely in the cases where the end-effector approaches the
path. In this context, the angle and axis of rotation are defined
as:

θ = (1+ v⃗vv ·ϕϕϕ) · π

2
(5)

nnn = v⃗vv×ϕϕϕ (6)

Finally, the guidance force GGG is calculated as:

GGG = G · G⃗GG (7)

Fig. 4 shows the schematic diagram of the computation of
the guidance force GGG.

Fig. 4. The concept of the viscous-based virtual fixture.

D. Experiments

The experimentation setup consists of a virtual simulation
environment in Unity and two MTMs as the haptic devices.
To keep the structural integrity of the simulator, the haptic
control loop and 3D graphics are implemented in the same
environment on one computer with 3.2GHz Core i7 processor
(Intel Corp.) and a GeForce GTX 1650 (Nvidia Corp.). The
haptic control loop was implemented as a modularized Unity
component in C# on a real-time Xenomai-patched Linux
kernel. The two-way communication between the haptic
control loop and the haptic device is realized by UDP to
exchange data such as the tools’ pose, forces and tool’s
velocity. The haptic rate is 1 kHz and the 3D display refresh
rate is 25Hz. The detailed implementation in the simulator is
shown in Fig.5. Fig. 5 (b) shows that a operator is operating
the task at the console. The simulator can support different
camera positions for external monitoring of the tasks, as
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Fig. 5. The virtual fixture in the Unity scene. Figure (a) is the overview
of the training task. Figure (b) shows the user operating MTMs at the da
Vinci teleoperation station. Figure (c) shows the view of surgeons on the
console with the stereo display. Figure (d) shows the stereo display of the
console

shown in Fig.5 (a). The operator’s view includes information
about depth since the acquisition of the virtual stereo camera
is sent to the oculars at the master console, as in Fig. 5 (c).
Fig. 5 (d) is the stereo viewer on the console.

We got ten male right-handed users without any operating
experience to experience the virtual fixture task in the
simulator to validate the performance of the simulator. The
experimental task is implemented in the simulator as shown
in Fig. 6. The task requires both hand-eye coordination
and manual dexterity of users. Since the assistance force is
computed based on both tool’s velocity and deviation, the
user will not be affected by force when staying static. This
can relieve mental stress of users during the task. Each user
was told to move the surgical tool through MTMs along a
curved reference path from point 1 to point 5 for ten times
and attempts to avoid possible deviation from the path. The
curved path is designed to span along the three Cartesian
dimensions. Users need to do 90◦ rotation for three times
at point 2, point 3 and point4. For Instance, the tool is on
the position shown in Fig. 6 and moving along the direction
represented as the blue line. The assistance force would be
like the yellow line to pull the tool back to the path. We

Fig. 6. Details of the training task. Users need to move the tool along the
white path, starting from point 1 and ending at point 5.

adopted B=0 Ns/m, B=20 Ns/m, B=40 Ns/m, B=60 Ns/m
according to equation (2) respectively for the same task so
that the assistance intensity for each subject increased. The
parameters used for experiments are presented in table I.
The maximum guidance force was set to 2N, 5N and 8N
for three assistance experimental methods. The objective of
constraining maximum force is to prevent the assistance
force from being too aggressive. For each repetition, we

TABLE I
PARAMETERS OF THE VIRTUAL FIXTURE

Param. Values
B (Ns/m) 0 20 40 60
Gmax (N) 0 2 5 8

measured the deviation error and the completion time. The
deviation error can be formulated as

e jn =

i=K
∑

i=1
ϕ i jn

K
(8)

Where ϕ i jn represents the scalar of deviation at time step i
during the repetition j for subject n. Then, we calculate the
mean performance of all the subjects as

e =

n=10
∑

n=1

j=10
∑
j=1

e jn

jn
(9)

The results are shown in the next section.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The training data collected for each repetition are shown in
Fig.7. The blue scatters represent the average deviation error
of all subjects in each repetition. The bars represent the 20th

to 80th percent of data in each repetition. When B=0, which
means no assistance force, the deviation error decreases
with increasing of the repetition times slightly. In this case,
the subjects learn the task from repetition merely and the
learning curve shows large fluctuations. When B=20, which
means a small assistance force is implemented on users,
the deviation error decreases compared to the case without
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Fig. 7. The mean deviation error from reference path of four cases with different assistant force intensity. Blue dots represent the mean deviation error
of all subjects in each repetition. The bars shows the 20th to 80th percent of data in each repetition.

Fig. 8. The deviation error from reference path of four cases with different
assistance force intensity. With parameter B increasing, the assistant force
increases.

assistance force, but the enhancement is limited. When B=40,
which means a larger assistance force is implemented on
subjects, a significant progress in terms of deviation error
is observed in both error distribution and mean deviation
error as the increasing of repetition times. When B=60,
the deviation error tends to increase a bit, which means an
overlarge assistance force may not improve the performance.
Too large force on subjects shows more oscillating and may
disturb subjects.

The overall performance of four cases is visualized in
Fig. 8. For each subject, ten acquisitions were recorded.

Fig. 9. The mean completion time for four cases. The assistance force 
increases with the parameter B increasing

The overall performance is represented as the distribution of 
the deviation error during all repetitions of all subjects. The 
results suggest that the virtual fixture have reduced deviation 
in cases with three different force intensity compared with 
cases without assistance force. As shown in the figure, 
the deviation decreases with the force increasing. However, 
When the force is too large (B=60 Ns/m), the virtual 
fixture does not demonstrate improvements compared with 
the middle force (B=40 Ns/m). During the experiments 
with B=60 Ns/m, it is observed some subjects show 
difficulty in completing the task efficiently. It also can be 
observed in Fig. 9. The task with a large assistance force 
(B=60 Ns/m) is more time-consuming than the case with a 
middle assistance force (B=40 Ns/m). This is because of 
oscillating and disturbing on subjects with large force. This 
also means the intensity of assistant force should consider 
individual difference. Furthermore, the variability of the 
deviation error has been seen reduced in three cases
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with assistance force among the subjects compared to the
case without assistance force.

Overall, the results show that the demonstrated virtual
fixture with proper parameters can enhance the surgical
task operating process, and supply efficient guidance for
users during the training process. As shown in this example
application, the simulator can support tailor-made tasks. It
can reduce the risk of breaking the real da Vinci robot,
especially when testing some high level control strategies.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this work, a Unity-based simulator of da Vinci sur-
gical robot is proposed. External algorithms can be de-
veloped and connected to the simulator via the ROS
framework. The simulator is an interactive environment
that can benefit surgical training. The application of
a virtual fixture highlighting the potentialities of de-
veloping different control algorithms. The simulator can
be found at https://github.com/fanke1213812138/Davinci-
simulator-Unity.

In the future, machine learning algorithms based on this
simulation framework may be developed, with the aim of
extending the function of simulation transferring it to real
robots.
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